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Chapter 1 : How to Transfer ePub Books to Kobo: The Definitive Guide
Note: The following eReaders do not have a SD card slot: Kobo Aura H2O Edition 2, Kobo Aura ONE, Kobo Aura
Edition 2, Kobo Touch , and Kobo Mini Copy the books you want to add to your eReader to your Micro SD card.

What devices does calibre support? In addition, using the Connect to folder function you can use it with any
e-book reader that exports itself as a USB disk. Finally, you can connect wirelessly to any device that has a
web browser using the calibre Content server. If your device appears as a USB disk to the operating system,
adding support for it to calibre is very easy. We just need some information from you: Complete list of e-book
formats that your device supports. Is there a special directory on the device in which all e-book files should be
placed? Also does the device detect files placed in sub-directories? We also need information about your
device that calibre will collect automatically. First, if your device supports SD cards, insert them. Then
connect your device to the computer. This will create some debug output. Copy it to a file and repeat the
process, this time with your device disconnected from your computer. Send both the above outputs to us with
the other information and we will write a device driver for your device. Once you send us the output for a
particular operating system, support for the device in that operating system will appear in the next release of
calibre. To send us the output, open a bug report and attach the output to it. My device is not being detected by
calibre? Make sure that you are connecting only a single device to your computer at a time. Instead use a
wireless connection, via the calibre Content server. Make sure you are running the latest version of calibre.
The latest version can always be downloaded from the calibre website. You can tell what version of calibre
you are currently running by looking at the bottom line of the main calibre window. Ensure your operating
system is seeing the device. My device is non-standard or unusual. What can I do to connect to it? Note that if
you are using the user defined plugin for a device normally detected by a builtin calibre plugin, you must
disable the builtin plugin first, so that your user defined plugin is used instead. How does calibre manage
collections on my SONY reader? The collections of which books are members are shown on the device view.
When you send a book to the reader, calibre will add the book to collections based on the metadata for that
book. By default, collections are created from tags and series. If you remove all values, calibre will not add the
book to any collection. To ensure that the collections for a book are based only on current calibre metadata,
first delete the books from the reader, then resend the books. You can edit collections directly on the device
view by double-clicking or right-clicking in the collections column. Collections will be built using calibre
metadata exclusively. Editing collections on the device view is not permitted, because collections not in the
metadata will be removed automatically. When calibre detects the reader and generates the list of books on the
reader, it will send metadata from the library to the reader for all books on the reader that are in the library On
device is True , adding and removing books from collections as indicated by the metadata and device
customization. When a book is sent, calibre corrects the metadata for that book, adding and deleting
collections. Manual editing of metadata on the device view is not allowed. Note that this option specifies
sending metadata, not books. The book files on the reader are not changed. Collections for a book will never
be removed by calibre, but can be removed by you by editing on the device view. Connecting the reader to one
library will reset the metadata to what is in that library. Connecting to the other library will reset the metadata
to what is in that other library. Metadata in books found in both libraries will be flopped back and forth. That
is, you should use the following sequence: If you do need to reset your metadata due to problems caused by
using both at the same time, then just delete the media. With recent reader iterations, SONY, in all its wisdom
has decided to try to force you to use their software. If you install it, it auto-launches whenever you connect
the reader. The simplest is to simply re-name the executable file that launches the library program. More detail
in the forums. This app is maintained by a core calibre developer and allows calibre to connect to your Apple
device wirelessly, just as though you plugged in the device with a USB cable. You can browse files on the
device in calibre and use the Send to device button to transfer files to your device wirelessly. Another easy
way to browse your calibre collection from your Apple device is by using the calibre Content server, which
makes your collection available over the net. The Content server allows you to read books directly in Safari
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itself. In addition, there are many apps for your iDevice that can connect to the calibre Content server. Marvin,
Mapleread and iBooks itself. See The calibre Content server for details on running the server and finding out
the right IP address to use. You will see a list of books in Safari, tap on any book and you will be given the
option to either download it, or read it in the browser itself. If you choose to download it, Safari will ask you if
you want to open it with iBooks. Using a USB cable â€” or wirelessly, over the air. The first step to using an
Android device is installing an e-book reading application on it. There are many free and paid e-book reading
applications for Android: Some examples in no particular order: Note With newer Android devices, you might
have to jump through a few hoops to get the connection working, as Google really does not want you to be
independent of its cloud. First, unlock the screen before plugging in the USB cable. When you plugin in the
USB cable you will get a popup notification. Finally, you might get a popup on the device every time calibre
or the operating system actually tries to connect to it, asking for permission, tap OK. This app is maintained by
a core calibre developer and allows calibre to connect to your Android device wirelessly, just as though you
plugged in the device with a USB cable. You can browse your calibre collection on your Android device by
using the calibre Content server, which makes your collection available over the net. Now on your Android
device, open the browser and browse to http: You can now browse your book collection and download books
from calibre to your device to open with whatever e-book reading software you have on your android device.
Calibre Companion and many reading apps support browsing the calibre library directly. You can now browse
the calibre library and download directly into the reading software. Can I access my calibre books using the
web browser in my Kindle or other reading device? See The calibre Content server for details. In that case,
change the port in the calibre Preferences to On some operating systems, you may not be able to run the
server on a port number less than because of security settings. In this case the simplest solution is to adjust
your router to forward requests on port 80 to port Also some devices do not have browsers advanced enough
to run the app-like interface used by the content server. I cannot send emails using calibre? The most common
problem is if you are sending email directly without a mail relay in calibre. Many servers for example,
Amazon block email that does not come from a well known relay. The most robust way to setup email sending
in calibre is to do the following: If you are sending to your Kindle, remember to update the email preferences
on your Amazon Kindle page to allow email sent from your GMX email address. Even after doing this, you
may have problems. One common source of problems is that some poorly designed antivirus programs block
calibre from opening a connection to send email. Try adding an exclusion for calibre in your antivirus
program. So, when using these services to send mail calibre automatically restricts itself to sending one book
every five minutes. Note Google recently deliberately broke their email sending protocol SMTP support in an
attempt to force everyone to use their web interface so they can show you more ads. They are trying to claim
that SMTP is insecure, that is incorrect and simply an excuse. Note If you are concerned about giving calibre
access to your email account, simply create a new free email account with GMX or Hotmail and use it only for
calibre. Linux kernels mount devices read-only when their filesystems have errors. You can repair the
filesystem with: Only Kobo seems to understand that life is too short to be entering collections one by one on
an e-ink screen: Note that in the case of the Kindle, there is a way to manipulate collections via USB, but it
requires that the Kindle be rebooted every time it is disconnected from the computer, for the changes to the
collections to be recognized. As such, it is unlikely that any calibre developers will ever feel motivated enough
to support it. There is however, a calibre plugin that allows you to create collections on your Kindle from the
calibre metadata. It is available from here. Note Amazon have removed the ability to manipulate collections
completely in their newer models, like the Kindle Touch and Kindle Fire, making even the above plugin
useless, unless you root your Kindle and install custom firmware.
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Chapter 2 : Frequently Asked Questions â€” calibre documentation
Here are some simple steps on how to add an ePub or PDF file to the Kobo ereader. To add ePUB or PDF books to
your eReader using a Windows computer 1. Connect your eReader to your computer using the USB cable.

Context I did some more experimenting on my own, and finally succeeded, though I did not explore the
precise boundaries of what can work and what will not work. I am giving details, so that you know my
experimental evidence. This is personnal experiment, not anything I read anywhere. So, get second
confirmation if that info is critical for your purpose. If you are only interested in the result, and the technique
to transfer ebooks to your Kobo without any specific software, simply jump to the last section od this answer.
My question was motivated by the fact that I wanted to transfer ebooks from my Linux computer to my Kobo
eReader. I am running Calibre , which I use to improve some of the ebooks, but for some reason that I have
not yet identified, it will not detect my Kobo when it is connected to the computer by a USB cable. So having
read in various places that a Kobo can be seen as a USB drive, on which ebooks can be copied, I tried as
reported above without success, but no indication of the reason s for failure. The files were simply ignored,
wherever I put them. Performing a sync did not help. The experiments Then serendipity came to my help. I
had been wondering for some time how I could connect to book sources on the web. I did not know how to
browse the web with the Kobo. And then I discovered the hidden web browser, which they consider
experimental. Since the browser is still a beta feature, some websites may not display properly. Please note
that the browser is not officially supported by Kobo. Indeed, there is no indication in their user guide which I
had read of the very exixtence of that browser, and I had to search the web on my computer to find it. Then I
found the help page that explains how to activate this browser. I am saying nearly all, because it actually saw
only the files with an. Those files had been copied directly in the root directory of the Kobo file system, or in a
directory codex I had created at the root of the Kobo file system, or in a subdirectory of that codex directory. I
did not check how deep the hierarchy can be. Note that the book I downloaded from the web was also stored
by the Kobo eReader browser in the root directory. However, books with DRM are clearly stored somewhere
else. I did not dare to check what happens when a file has a. But I did check that ebooks placed in other
locations are not seen of course, I checked only some locations , unless it is a user created directory hierarchy
placed in the root directory. I added some more books to check for other means to make then visible to the
user. Since downloading a book seemed critical, I was wondering whether a sync induced download would do
the job it does not. Then I performed a sync on my Kobo, and it did download the two books. But that did not
make visible the books I had previously added directly in the file system. It is worth noting that, though they
were DRM- free, these ebooks were not downloaded at the root of the file system, like the epub files
downloaded by the browser. But when I downloaded an ebook from project Gutenberg , the new books I had
copied directly in the file system became visible in the book collection of the Kobo eReader. This is already
longer than it should. So, I am skipping some details to give my conclusions, for what I understand. Some
basic know-how for adding DRM- free ebooks directly to the Kobo memory. The key idea is that the Kobo
eReader or at least the Kobo Glo HD that I use - but I suspect several of them work the same has a web
browser, which can be used to download books in your Kobo. The browser is somewhat hidden , as Kobo
considers it an experimental item, not officially supported. The browser download the epub files right in the
root directory. And then calls some piece of software to integrate it into its organization of the ebooks
collection. The nice point is that it checks all the non-standard i. Aa a result, it takes into account the fact that
some files may have been removed, modified or moved into a different subdirectory. The only bad news is
that afaik the only way to get that software executed is to download an epub file from some site with the Kobo
browser. Hence, copying ebooks from your computer onto the Kobo, assuming the computer does not have a
web server, can be achieved by connecting the Kobo to the computer with a USB cable. Finally, you use the
Kobo browser to download at least one extra ebook possibly always the same one: This was described for a
Linux system, but should be adaptable to any operating system. An important point is that all the epub files
must have the. Another thing that I have not been able to determine is whether these files can benefit from
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other services, such as cloud storage. But I am very moderately interested in the cloud anyway. Now, some
other user may have better, simpler ways of achieving the same result, or more, without using specific
software such as Calibre. I find it a bit frustating not to be able to used Calibre because it will not detect the
Kobo USB connection on my machine. I would not mind using a degraded version where I would have to tell
Calibre when the Kobo is connected and where.
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Chapter 3 : Converting Kindle files for use on a Kobo reader. - Forums - CNET
Transferring PDF files to your Wireless or original Kobo eReader with Drag-and-drop You can drag and drop PDF files
from your computer to your Kobo Wireless or Kobo Original eReader. The Kobo Wireless and Kobo Original eReaders
support documents in PDF format.

Transfer ePub Books from Other eReader. All you need to do is sign in to your Kobo eReader with the same
Kobo account. When all the books are transferred, eject your Kobo. Click "Library" in your Kobo eReader
"Home"page. You will find books you have just added. Fortunately, there is a useful tool Kindle Transfer ,
which can help you make it. You can also use this tool to transfer books from Kobo to Computer or computer
to Kobo eReader. It is easy to use, just connect the two eReader to your computer with USB cable, select
eBooks which you want to transfer, and choose target Kobo device, then click "Transfer" button; Within a few
seconds, books will be transferred to another eReader. You can also use this tool to transfer books from your
computer to Kobo eReader. Tap "Connect" in your Kobo device. Open "Computer" in your desktop. Then it
will show the contents of your eReader. Open another folder which saves your ePub books or PDF files. Then
just drag books which you want to transfer to your Kobo eReader contents folder. For you own Kobo books,
the folder is hidden on your computer as default, you need to change the folder option to make the hidden files
and folders visible. Kobo must be authorized with the same Adobe account. Install Adobe Digital Editions ,
and then authorize with the same Adobe ID the same email address as your kobo account. Connect Kobo
eReader to your computer. ADE will detect your device automatically. If you find an ebook with. Select your
epub files and drag them to the Kobo eReader bookshelf listed on the left side under Bookshelves. So if you
think it a little annoying, you can search the Internet and find a good tool that can help you remove Adobe
DRM. Or some other easy-to-use tools with better user-friendly interface. Of course there are many softwares.
There is no need for you to check which DRM your books are protected by. Transfer Nook ePub books to
Kobo eReader. Read the detail guide: But there is a way to do it. If you have feedback or suggestions on issues
to include, please feel free to write them in the comments. Site Search Search Epubor to find anything you
want to know about eBooks. Ada Wang works for Epubor and writes articles for a collection of blogs such as
ebookconverter.
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Chapter 4 : Barking Rain Press How do I load an .ePub file onto my Kobo Aura eReader? | Barking Rain Pr
Re:How to Transfer ePub Books to Kobo: The Definitive Guide 01/3/ ADE works fine, the library books are there, when I
transfer them to the Kobo, the window shows up, but the bar does not turn green, and the book never shows up in my
Kobo.

Many customers want to know how they can load their own ebooks right onto the device. Today, you will
learn what you have to do on your PC to copy ebooks over and then what you need to do on the ARC. There
are two main methods to copy ebooks easily to your device, Calibre and Windows Explorer. Calibre is a free
download and one of the best management tools for your device. In most cases, if you download a book from
the internet, the person who uploaded the book may have interjected their own name into the title. It is
important to note that Calibre only lets you copy over books not purchased from other bookstores. When
Calibre is installed you will get a prompt to authorize your device. The internal directory structure of Android
is very different than dedicated e-ink based readers. This directory houses all the books you have purchased
from the company or downloaded samples. There is also directories for music, pictures, and video. If you want
to copy over content, go for it! I would recommend using other media players than the stock one though.
When you copy over books with Calibre, Windows Explorer, or any other program, there is another step
involved. This screen is your bookshelf, where all the books from Kobo are kept. In the top right hand corner
you will find a large semicolon. If you select to scan, it will scan the entire device and give you a list of the
books you copied over. Click OK and then they will be added to your main Kobo bookshelf. One of the cool
things about the Kobo Android App is that you can highlight, make notes and annotations, and look up words
in the dictionary. As long as its an EPUB book, you have full control over line spaces, fonts, margins, and
more! He has been writing about audiobooks and e-readers for the past ten years.
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Chapter 5 : Transfer eBook to eReader in Adobe Digital Editions
Windows Version Download Mac Version Download. Method 3: Copy EPUB/PDF files to Kobo with USB directly. If you
don't want to use any tools to transfer books to your Kobo device, you can just copy your downloaded books from your
computer to Kobo eReader via USB directly.

Go to your Home screen. Tap Shop Kobo at the bottom left of the screen. Tap a sub-category to begin
browsing eBooks. Tap Buy next to the book you want to purchase. Use the keyboard to enter your billing
address and credit card information. We need your billing address to calculate taxes for your order based on
your location. If you want to use a gift card or promo code, tap Add gift card or Add promo code, and provide
the required information. Promo codes can only be applied to eligible books or magazines, since not all
publishers choose to take part in promotions. Tap Keep Shopping to buy more books, or return to the Home
screen. Tap Connect on your eReader. When Windows prompts you, click Open folder to view files. A
desktop explorer window will open, showing the contents of your eReader. Open a second desktop explorer
window, and display the books you want to add to your eReader. Drag and drop your books into the eReader.
Before you begin, add the books to your computer. On your computer, open your Finder application. Open
another Finder window and display the books you want to add to your eReader. The following eReaders do
not have a SD card slot: Turn off your eReader. Insert the Micro SD card into the eReader card slot. Turn your
eReader back on. Your eReader will take a few moments to add your books to your Library. Borrowing an
eBook from a public library You can borrow eBooks from most public libraries and read them on your Kobo
eReader or tablet. ADE lets you load eBooks from the public library onto your eReader. If you have the
following eReaders, you can borrow books using the built-in OverDrive feature without using Adobe Digital
Editions: Sign up for an Adobe ID from the Adobe website. Install Adobe Digital Editions on your computer.
To learn how to get started with Adobe Digital Editions and borrow books from your public library, click here.
If your library uses the OverDrive service to lend eBooks, click here to learn more. OverDrive is only
available in certain countries. For Kobo tablets Kobo tablets operate on the Android platform and will run
most apps that are compatible with Android. Your librarian can help figure out which app to choose for the
best experience.
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Chapter 6 : How to read Kobo eBooks on a Nook - Nobooko
Now, the only thing to do is to locate the downloaded files on your computer. When being installed, ADE creates a
special folder for all epub books and supporting files. On Mac the folder is "Digital Editions", and you'll find it in
"Documents" folder.

This guide will tell you 3 useful ways to add books to Kobo. Just select the appropriate way for yourself. I also
wrote a detailed guide to add ePub books on Kobo eReader , you can read it for reference. In this part, I take
Kobo for PC as example. Connect Kobo to your computer via USB When you connect Kobo to computer,
your Kobo will ask if you want to connect your eReader to your computer to manage files. The selected books
will be transferred to your Kobo soon. At the same time, you will find the icon on the cover of your books has
changed. After books have been transferred, eject your Kobo. Then click "Library" in your Kobo eReader
"Home". You will find books you have added. Just click the cover, and enjoy them on your Kobo. How about
transferring books between 2 Kobo eReaders? With this tool, we can not only easily transfer Kobo books
between 2 Kobo eReaders, but also transfer eBooks from Kobo desktop to Kobo. I guess this tool is specially
necessary for those who get a new Kobo and need to copy Kobo books from the old one to new one. Just
connect your Kobo device to computer, select the eBook source on your computer or Kobo e-Ink reader, then
choose target Kobo device and tap "Transfer" button to wait for job done. Now follow the steps to transfer
PDF files to your Kobo glo. Connect Kobo to your computer. Your device will automatically show up under
"Devices". Or just drag them to the main window of ADE. Just open them with ADE. Then they will be
downloaded automatically as EPUB files. To learn more details, you can go through this article. Then you will
see a window showing the transfer process. When the books have been transferred successfully, eject your
Kobo eReader from the computer. Then you will see a "Processing content" on your Kobo device, just wait it
finished. Then the books will appear in your library. You can read books on your Kobo freely. The easiest and
best way is to remove DRM. Here, I recommend you a powerful DRM removal tool: Then you can enjoy
books on Kobo freely. Download the tool for free: Tap "Connect" in your Kobo device. Open "Computer" in
your desktop. Then it will show the contents of your eReader. Then just drag books you want to transfer to
your Kobo eReader contents folder. Kobo must be authorized with the same Adobe account. By the way, if
your books are not purchased from Kobo store, you can use the tool:
Chapter 7 : How to read Kindle ebook on Kobo?
There are a zillion ways to transfer files onto your ereader and sometimes it is as easy as dragging and dropping like it
can be with NOOK. (You can do this with Kobo-follow the link above as the drag-n-drop folders are different.).

Chapter 8 : 3 Ways to Transfer EPUB and PDF to Kobo
This will save that file to your Kobo Arc. Do the same steps for other files. If that is too much work, you can try to use
Wifi File Transfer app and transfer files via Wifi.

Chapter 9 : Solved: Kobo - Sony
Drag the book from your main library to the Kobo bookshelf to copy it to Kobo. Once copied, you can close Digital
Editions, eject the Kobo from your computer and start reading your borrowed e-book.
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